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as GW detection tool

Gravitational wave detection: regimes and probes

LISA
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MBH >~108 Mo
MBH ~104-7 Mo



(Super)massive Black Holes (MBH >~ 105 Mo) in the landscape 
of hierarchical galaxy formation

Most galaxies host one at their center.  Galaxy mergers could  
generate a powerful   GW source if the separation between massive 
BHs < milliparsecs   
(tgw < 107 yr for a  binary with 106 Mo MBHs at separation ~ 10-3 pc). 

Dual AGNs
separation ~  kpc



                SKA-LISA synergy in (at least) two ways

(1) a survey  instrument to identify and localise
electromagnetic  counterparts of LISA sources 
(2) a tool to discover and characterize sources whose 
higher frequency signature could be detected in LISA

In (1) SKA could complement direct GW detection 
by LISA with identification of associated transient

radio sources in order to: 

(a) probe their astrophysical nature and environment of GW 
sources at different stages of MBH binary in-spiral/merger 

(b)enabling identification of cosmological “standard
sirens” by pinpointing GW source for optical/IR follow-up to 

determine redshift (LSST,  ELT, JWST etc)



The imprint of fluctuations of orbital phase due to torques by 
surrounding matter:  higher frequency  harmonics of 
waveform“DIRTY WAVEFORMS (DWs)” 
(Zwick et al. 2022)

Fluctuation spectrum
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DIRTY WAVEFORMS allow to detect a loud PTA source (eg detectable
With SKA)  in the LISA band.  
OJ287 will be a “verification binary”! The LISA high-frequency signal 
carries rich information on accretion disk physics, but interpretation 
meaningful only if main carrier signal identified with IPTA or SKA.
SKA wil be a game-changer
in identification of unequal
mass SMBHs which will be
too faint for the current IPTA
           

(Zwick et al. 2022)



Multi-messenger astrophysics of MBH binaries:
Electromagnetic (EM) Counterparts of GW sources

Three categories of EM counterparts. Different 
is occurrence time relative to MBH merger time 

 (a) Precursor; (b) Coincident;
(c) Afterglow

GW emission detectable by 
LISA ~year/months before merger. Initial sky localisation 

coarse (a few deg2 at z=1-2) but improves near merger time 

——> EM Counterparts  can occur at all  stages 
in-spiral, merger and ringdown (post-merger) 

always surrounded by matter 
——-> Plenty of detection opportunities!



Snap at few hours 
before merger of two 108 Mo MBHs 

(circumbinary disk, 
no standard accretion disk) 

Strong radial flow drives 
magnetic field lines compression

few hours 
after merger

Poynting flux proxy of EM counterpart  
“brightness”: 
Lpoynt ~ MBH2B2vorb2.7  ——> enormous  
EM  energy generated compared  
to standard BH keplerian accretion disk 
from binary orbital kinetic energy

Kelly et al. (2016, PhRvD)



The notion of standard sirens
    (slide courtesy of Nicola Tamanini)

Standard sirens do not need calibration like standard
candles because GR has no intrinsic scale!

First standard sirens already discovered by LIGO



Neutron star merger LIGO source GW170817 is first 
ever standard siren (see Abbott et al. 2017;2019). 

From EM observations redshift determined:  
From fit to Hubble law (valid at low z)  Ho determined: 

Expected distribution
of LISA standard
sirens.
BUT only for MBHBs 
EM counterparts  
guaranteed, for EMRIs 
strongly depends on 
formation model 



Hubble diagram from  LISA standard sirens 
(for different population models of SMBH mergers)



Tamanini et al. (2016): pilot study of LISA MBH population  
assuming SKA detection of radio flare and jet(s) at merger  
time.Assume bulk of  (isotropic) radio emission in SKA band 
(characteristic frequency  ~ 1.4 GHz), full-SKA configuration to 
reach minimum flux Fmin ~ 1μJy for 10 minutes integration time: 

Detection requirement (dL luminosity
distance)

From population synthesis model of MBH mergers in cosmological 
volume select all radio sources that, within <10 deg2 ,satisfy:

Physical model for radio power generation from theory/simulations  
Lflare ~ 10-2 vorb2 (MBH1/MBH2)2Ledd and Ljet = f(Mdot)  
(Ljet functional dependence from standard Blandford-Znajeck effect) 

Then  obtain  redshift  of host galaxy from  prompt optical/IR  
follow-up  by eg ELT (spectroscopic with MICADO) and JWST
 



Test case: SKA + follow-up with ELT within 5 hrs
Number of standard sirens above S/N threshold, sky-localised 
to  better than 10 deg2 , over 5 years mission duration

3 different  MBH population
synthesis models (yield

different BH demographics)

Results from analysis  of standard sirens at 0<z<8 (~6/yr) 
Assuming mean dL error from wave-form 



Merging Massive Black Hole Binaries (MBHS)
in 104-108  solar mass range: the prime GW LISA sources 
Other sources: extreme mass ratio inspirals (EMRIs), compact  Galactic binaries,  
early in-spiral of stellar mass BH binaries (LIGO/VIRGO  sources   at later stages)

Detectable sources characterised  by wave-form strain amplitude

M sum of BH masses, ! reduced mass of binary, r distance, R binary separation. 
Ultimate tests of GR (EMRIs), cosmological probe via luminosity distance(“standard 
sirens”), new probe of hierarchical galaxy formation and origin of massive black holes, 
GW background (Amaro-Seoane et al. 2013;2017; Danzmann et al. 2017)

() LISA is all-sky observatory

()  localisation 1-10 deg2 improves  
towards merger time (from polarisation  
combined with high-frequency  
modulation of wave-form) 

() S/N > 10 for MBH binary sources at 
0 <z <10 for all detectable MBH masses



Test case: SKA + follow-up with ELT within 5 hrs 
Number of standard sirens above S/N threshold, sky-localised 
to  better than 10 deg2 , over 5 years mission duration

Important: need 
to assume that 

radio observation 
allows unambiguous 

identification 
of GW source


